A RESEARCH-BASED APPROACH
FRENCH SCIENCES
FROM CAMPUS FRANCE AND ITS NETWORK OF FRENCH LANGUAGE CENTERS, SHORT SCIENTIFIC AND LANGUAGE PROGRAMS IN CUTTING-EDGE SECTORS.

PROGRAMS DESIGNED FOR:
UNIVERSITY STUDENTS IN SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNICAL FIELDS, ENGLISH SPEAKERS (B2 LEVEL REQUIRED), COMPLETE BEGINNERS IN FRENCH

3- AND 4-WEEK PROGRAMS*
STARTING DATES THROUGHOUT THE YEAR
*A minimum of 10 students is required

A DISTINCTIVE FOCUS IN EACH REGION AND IN EACH FRENCH LANGUAGE CENTER

« Microtechnology Biomedical Engineering » - Besançon, CLA (6 to 8 ECTS credits)
« Sea Sciences and Technologies » - Brest, CIEL Bretagne (6 ECTS credits)
« Focus on Sustainable Development » - Montpellier, Accent Français
« Energy and Transports » - Rouen, French in Normandy (7 ECTS credits)

IN ENGLISH:
+ Visits to companies and laboratories
+ Presentations on engineering programs
+ Thematic debates

IN FRENCH:
+ Instruction in French as a foreign language

A COMPLETE ACADEMIC AND LOGISTICAL PACKAGE:
+ Airport pickup, transportation to and from language center*
+ Housing (three options) + Tutoring and monitoring of progress
+ Medical insurance link provided by Campus France
+ Assessment and final report

FEES
FROM €1,655 TO €2,400*
*Students residence/ depending on program length

A FULL ARRAY OF CULTURAL ACTIVITIES THAT DRAW ON THE REGION’S STRENGTHS